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Seen on Sunday:  Barbie and Ken in their matching Extras (300 and 260). 
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Sunday, 14
th

 of December 2008, From 9:00 a.m. at the Club House 
 

On the agenda: 

• Absolutely NO official stuff!!! 

• Show and Tell and Fly:  bring your project along and fly to your hearts content. 

• Barbeque, salad, nibbles and soft drink provided !!! 

• BBQ will be fired up about midday until food runs out 

• Bring yourself, family and good weather. 
 

For up to date details check the DAC web site 

 

 

 
Some of last years Christmas RC models 

 
 

 

Next Club MeetingNext Club MeetingNext Club MeetingNext Club Meeting    
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Ahh Summer!  Lots of flights and lots of camaraderie. 
 
Most importantly – the Christmas BBQ on Sunday 14th 
December.   ALL members and their families are invited to 
attend.  LOTS of food and LOTS of different models – a 
combination of both the Saturday and Sunday crews – with lots 
of flying.  Unfortunately I can’t make it – family obligations. 
 
The field has been sprayed with a broadleaf weed killer and it has taken effect.  I’m looking 
forward to watching the grass grow to take its place. 
 
The shelter project is progressing, with Council having arranged power cable and water pipe 
locating and soil testing.  
  
I’ve finally built my Multiplex Blizzard and it’s great.  1.37 metre “hotliner” glider – or 
perhaps “warmliner” if you believe the threads. I have attached a pair of taped-on aluminium 
flaps and landing is a doddle.  Setting it up with a new receiver with failsafe option – 
reminded me to remind everyone that failsafe only works if you set it up.  In my case it’s no 
throttle, part flaps and elevator compensation.  

Multiplex Blizzard Taped-on aluminium flaps  

  
From all of the DAC Committee, all the very best to everyone for the festive season. 
 
Fly safe and fly often 
 
Ian P. 

 

PS.     Slip Slop Slap 

There is a large container of sunscreen on the Transmitter pound for your use if you haven’t 
brought your own.  We’ve recently installed a mirror on the keyboard for you to use when 
you apply it. 
 

President’s MessagePresident’s MessagePresident’s MessagePresident’s Message 
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The foam used in Multiplex Foam models 
(Easy Star, Easy Glider, Cularis, Blizzard etc) 
is called Elapor.  It’s very like EPP. 
 
Although quite robust, it can still be damaged 
in a hard landing or crash. 
 
To get it to revert to its original shape, simply 
place it into a container of boiling water!  
(Some wags refer to this as “Elapor Soup”.)  
After 10-15 minutes (it could take longer – 
some people simply leave it in until the water 
has cooled) you’ll notice a difference.  You’ll 
need to weigh it down or tie it down. 
 
To flatten the “bubbling” that appears on the surface of the Elapor, simply use the back of a 
spoon. 
 
Elapor is best glued with normal CA.  What is called “foam friendly” CA is NOT 
recommended.  Kicker, also known as accelerator, can be used.  Spray it on one surface, put 
the glue on the other, and the glue will set almost instantly, even of the kicker has dried 
beforehand.  When repairing a crack, put in the glue then spray in or drip in the kicker. 
 
If you don’t have kicker, a bit of moisture (water or spit) will work to start the setting process 
off.  Don’t lick the glued part as you will look really silly in the waiting room of your local 
hospital with a wing stuck to your tongue. 
 
To remove CA from Elapor, try Acetone.  If should soften the CA, but not affect the Elapor.  
However always CHECK FIRST that the Acetone doesn’t affect the foam on your model.  
Acetone will affect Depron and Polystyrene. 
 
I don’t know if it’s a good idea to use acetone on your tongue if you have glued a wing to it.  
But if you find out it’s okay, please let us all know. 

 

Elapor SoupElapor SoupElapor SoupElapor Soup 
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By Martin Lui 

 
 
I have been flying this model on 
aerotows and slopes for 4 years, but 
mainly on slopes at the windmill and 
Camperdown.  I do not get a lot of 
airtime per year, 1/2 dozen if I am lucky. 
 
Since I had surplus gear sitting around 
from my Ex-46 size electric plane, I 
thought might as well make use of it all 
and get more flying with the Minimoa at 
DAC. 
 
I have machined an 8mm diameter shaft, capped/drilled one end, locked with 3 grub screws 
and the other end added M8 thread.  The length of the shaft is 100mm. The end of the shaft 
sits directly below the canopy so access is very easy.  The firewall is easily removable with 
just 2 screws. An 8mm hole is drilled through the nose of the glider. Supporting the shaft is an 
8mm bearing, boxed in a ply housing and epoxy in with micro balloons. 
 

  
 

Electrifying the 3.4m MinimoaElectrifying the 3.4m MinimoaElectrifying the 3.4m MinimoaElectrifying the 3.4m Minimoa 
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Removing the shaft converts the Minimoa back to a normal glider.  In flight one cannot tell 
that it is electric until you hear the motor. The system is modular; it can be installed into 
another glider once the shaft holder is in place.  I plan to add more of my vintage fleet to this 
system.  Aerotow is expensive, $2 per tow :( 
 
The power unit is Axi 2836, 60amps Hex Esc UBEC with a Zippy 4S3500 pack.  Prop size 
Aeronaut cam 13x11. Static 40A at 7700RPM.  Plenty of pull off a hand launch or ROG on a 
dolly. Takeoff from a dolly in less than 3 metres. 
 
The dolly is of dual purpose; a fuzz stand for storage, and a single wheel added on field 
convert it to a dolly. Wingtips are held parallel with drop wires. If not flying alone it does not 
require the drop wires with a person holding the wing parallel until the ailerons take over, 
similar technique to aerotow. 
 

  
 
 
As a glider it was 350g lighter. The position of the motor and LiPo's shifted the CG further 
aft.  The extra 350g made the glider fly much better, faster and better energy retention. The 
first flight at Camperdown last month was the best flight the model has ever had.  Before the 
conversion it just floated around like a polyhedral trainer. 
 
NOW it is a bit of a hooning machine :) with a failsafe against out landings. 
 

Minimoa 3.4m Specifications: 

Wing Span: 3.4 m (133") 
Length: 1.38 m (54") 
Wing Area: 72 dm2 (1116 sq. in.) 
Wing Airfoil: S7055 
Wing Loading: 34 g/dm2 (11 oz/sq. ft.) 
Flying Weight: 2.45 kg (86 oz)  
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By Fernando Monge 

 
A few weekends ago, Cliff and I strolled across to possibly the most well kept piece of the 
DAC field for a quick “squizz.”  You will have probably guessed correctly if your mind 
immediately visualized the Control Line circle on the northern side of the field. 
 
Through the very diligent and constant weeding process that the Control Line group carry out, 
added to the magnificent job done by the mowing team, this circular piece of the field has 
perhaps the most magnificent lawn you could dream for. 
 
Our intentions were solely to socialize and have a chat with the young guns flying these 
classic models reminiscent of the roots of the sport we enjoy today.  What eventuated was 
totally unexpected.  Cliff soon found himself taking one of David Nobes’ models out for a 
spin (pun intended!).  And his skill at this discipline soon started to show through the ever 
more comfortable wrist action we were seeing. 
 

 
Cliff showing off that he has done Control Line before. 

 

Cliff was soon so comfortable with the model that he had no issue with flipping it upside 
down and showing off a few well-flown manoeuvres. 
It was then my turn to give it a go.  Almost signing off my Pinnacle as backup, I was provided 
with a model by one of the trusty pilots in the Control Line group.  And after some instruction 
from David Nobes, I was off spinning around like a top. 

Flying Control LineFlying Control LineFlying Control LineFlying Control Line 
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David providing me with flight instruction. Here is Michael who let me fly his model.  

 

I must have had something left in me from my teenage years when my brothers, a few 
neighbours and me would build as many Cox 049 powered control line models as we could 
and the contest was to see how many we could have flying in the same circle.  Our record was 
7!  They were up for a full 3 laps! 
 
In any case, David offered to let me fly one of his more aerobatic models after I had flown the 
trainer.  But I wasn’t that keen.   
 

 
The Control Line Group socialising. 

 
The one thing that continues to amaze me is how regardless of the discipline that you are 
normally most dedicated to, every aspect of the hobby is still very fascinating.  Be it Control 
Line, Scale, Gliders, Racers or whatever, there is always some magic behind the fact that you 
can make an artefact fly. 
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By Dennis Travassaros 

 

 
 
Hi guys, 
  
None of you have seen this yet, it's my new Extra 260; I've actually taken a while to get it in 
the air though, and only flew it's maiden a few weeks ago.  
 
The model is: 
   
Hyperion Extra 260 (120 size)  
Wingspan:  73 inch  
Length:  68.5 inch (rudder to front of cowl)  
Flying weight:  4.5 - 5.0 kg  
Power:   10 - 12S, Z40 - Z50 Outrunner  
 
I'd been keeping an eye out for a scale / aerobatic electric model of this size for some time, 
and purchased this one about 6 months ago. Wanting to use my existing power system (from 
Quique 72 inch Yak 54, which I plan to return to IC now), in a dedicated electric model, that I 
could practice F3A manoeuvres with, and maybe some 3D (less importantly), were my 
priorities. This places emphasis on inherent flight characteristics of the airframe, not just a 
nice looking / flying or overly powerful set-up.  

ThThThThe Hyperion Extra 260e Hyperion Extra 260e Hyperion Extra 260e Hyperion Extra 260 
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The build was very simple, and 
typical of larger ARF scale 
models these days. Plug in and 
removable wing and stab, carbon 
tubes, ball link hardware and 
oversize recessed FG horns on 
all surfaces, cable pull - pull on 
rudder etc. (all included in the 
kit). Build time would easily be 
less than a day assuming you 
have experience, and 
complement the airframe with 
the right gear (power system and 
servos etc.). Only glue required 
is epoxy for the surface horns, 
and CA for the hinges (i.e., 
hardly any gluing necessary). I'd 
also suggest additional glue 
around the engine box (which I did without hesitation)... Particular likes include a cavernous 
fuzz for all the goodies with easy hatch removal / access, plenty of wing area (no spec. but 
more than the Yak), stretched fuzz (long moment), light construction but tough, and being 
really well finished (including all woodwork, covering and paint). The model is entirely 
framed up, and significantly lighter than the Yak also (I'd estimate about 400-600gms lighter 
bare, and easily achieved by the manufacturer, given that it's a dedicated electric model). The 
engine box obviously caters for far less vibration than IC, which is one area where they've 
made significant weight savings. One dislike, the instructions - far to basic although the 
important bits were right (such as CG).  
 
   

   
Interior Belly 

 
My power system, after testing different cells, cell counts, and props etc. is my original motor 
(Hyperion Z5035 20 turn outrunner, 170 kV), 12S in 2 pack configurations (original Hyperion 
2 x 6S 20C LVX 5000 mA, and a new set of Hyperion 2 x 6S 18C LCX 4270 mA), Kontronik 
Power Jazz 63V controller (original), and an APC E 20/13 prop (slightly smaller than my 
original on the Yak). Performance provides way more power than necessary; temperature 
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really plays a part here and worth pointing out. Variations on colder days (10 - 15 degrees C 
ambient) resulted in a drop of up to about 8 amps or 400 watts during testing, until cells 
warmed up (normally within a few minutes - and if you experience this, be sensible and don't 
overload things, for safety's sake if nothing else don't just push the throttle, always let things 
warm up gradually). Maximum current in all tests with this prop is only about 60 amps, and at 
about 45 volts, results in consistent power of approx. 2500 - 2700 watts, and absolutely 
enormous physical power / thrust (didn't measure it, you just wouldn't bother!). Cruise current 
is only about 20 amps, and peak rpm around 7000. I found flying time of approx. 8 minutes 
uses around 3000 mA, depending greatly on how you fly of course, and my flights so far have 
included BIG basic manoeuvres (e.g., Cuban Eights, Top hats, Immelmans, Split Ss, and 
Humpty Bumps etc.), again, all done with ease. PCM receiver with it's own NiCad’s, and 
digital servos complete my setup.  
 

   
Elevator servo installation Aileron servo installation 

 
Ultimately I judge my models by what they do, and my initial impressions are that in the air 
this one really is very sweet. Even though it isn't fine-tuned it yet, it not only does everything 
with ease, it's predictable, well behaved, and precise. The wing loading feels good, it's not 
“stally,” landing is easy and very comfortably slow; it feels good all round and gives you 
confidence on the sticks, a bit like a pattern model for those who've experienced it. There's 
actually a thread for the model on Flying Giants 
worth reading, which also reflects my experience. 
Out of the box with this power set-up I'd give it at 
least 8 out of 10. If I did it again I'd probably 
consider a smaller outrunner; I'm sure you'd still 
get stunning performance on 8 - 10S if you did 
(just a thought).  
 
Looking forward to lots more flying time... :)  
 
See you at the field, Dennis T.  
 
PS, kit supply is very limited - not sure why... 
 Cowl intake  
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Dmitry K - EasyStar (L's) 

 
Saj R - Ultimate Bipe 

 
Jason L - Beaver 

 
Jason H - Calmato 

 
Dennis T - Scratch built F3A 

 
Patrick K – TRrex450,  Agusta 

 
Grant C - 1.8m Omega 

 
Anthony P - Pilatus PC-9 

 
Michael B - 2.0m Omega 

 
Dave P - EasyStar 

 
John W - 60 scale electric 

 
Ryan V - Katana 50e 

 

 
For more details and the latest updates to the event calendar go to VMAA web site at 
http://www.vmaa.com.au/content/events/events.php 
 

What has been flyingWhat has been flyingWhat has been flyingWhat has been flying at DAC at DAC at DAC at DAC 

Upcoming EventsUpcoming EventsUpcoming EventsUpcoming Events 
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Name Home Work/Mobile W/E Sat W/E Sat W/E Sat W/E Sat 

  Ian Pullar 9428-4365   0425-831-572 29-Nov-08 31-Jan-09 4-Apr-09 6-Jun-09 

  Cliff McIver 9850-4478   9882-7521 6-Dec-08 7-Feb-09 11-Apr-09 13-Jun-09 

  Nik Daud 9852-3236   0412-263-883 13-Dec-08 14-Feb-09 18-Apr-09 20-Jun-09 

  Greg Sleeth 9848-6809   9634-4658 20-Dec-08 21-Feb-09 25-Apr-09 27-Jun-09 

  Saj Rahman    0438-007-795 27-Dec-08 28-Feb-09 2-May-09 4-Jul-09 

  Allan Swift    0407-857-482 3-Jan-09 7-Mar-09 9-May-09 11-Jul-09 

  Patrick Kearney 9898-1370    10-Jan-09 14-Mar-09 16-May-09 18-Jul-09 

  Grant Collins 9849-1790   0418-872-218 17-Jan-09 21-Mar-09 23-May-09 25-Jul-09 

  Jason Harrigan 9859-4020   0418-309-022 24-Jan-09 28-Mar-09 30-May-09 1-Aug-09 

For up to date mowing roster go to http://www.dac.org.au and click on “Members Info”. 
 
To change a rostered date, organise a swap if possible, or contact Cliff on 9882-7521. 
 
FREE JOY RIDES! Available for anyone who wish to join the Mowing Roster. 
 

 
The newsletter and the web page rely heavily on club members to write articles and send them 
in.  So we encourage all club members to have a go. You are welcome to place ads for sale of 
your secondhand R/C model aircraft related items in the newsletter. The newsletter is a 
service offered to all club members. 
 
Articles don’t have to be long to be of interest to other members.  It may only take you 10 
minutes to type up.  Just send it via email in plan text or MS Word document format. Pictures 
are good but try to limit you articles to less than 2MBytes in size.  Always include the 
author’s name within the article text. 
 
Fernando Monge  Newsletter Editor   e d i t @dac.org.au 
Michael Best  Webpage Editor & Newsletter Assistant  w e b @dac.org.au 
 
 
Disclaimer  

Readers should be aware that the content of this newsletter is of a general nature and is not intended to constitute a definitive 
statement on any subject matter and does not constitute legal or specific advice. Formal advice should be obtained before 
acting in any of the areas covered. 
The advice contained in this newsletter is intended as a source of information only. Although precautions have been taken to 
ensure accuracy of the information, the publishers, authors and printers cannot accept responsibility for any claim, loss, 
damage or liability arising out of use of the information published. 

Mowing RosterMowing RosterMowing RosterMowing Roster 

Note from the EditorsNote from the EditorsNote from the EditorsNote from the Editors 
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If undelivered return to: 
Doncaster Aeromodellers Club 
P.O. Box 56 

North Balwyn Vic. 3104 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

DDDDDDDDAAAAAAAACCCCCCCC        CCCCCCCCOOOOOOOOMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMIIIIIIIITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE        22222222000000000000000088888888////////99999999 

NNNNAMEAMEAMEAME PPPPOSITIONOSITIONOSITIONOSITION CCCCONTACTONTACTONTACTONTACT EEEEMAILMAILMAILMAIL    
Ian Pullar President 03 9428 4365 p r e s @dac.org.au 
Cliff McIver Vice President 03 9850 4478 v i c e @dac.org.au 
James Taylor Secretary  s e c r @dac.org.au 
Douglas Rochlin Treasurer  0412 088 886 t r e a s @dac.org.au 
Michael Best Registrar  r e g @dac.org.au 

Fernando Monge Newsletter Editor   e d i t @dac.org.au 

Michael Best Webpage Editor  
& Newsletter Assistant 

 w e b @dac.org.au 

Grant Collins Committee Member   
David Gibbs Committee Member   
David Law Committee Member   
Colin Kahn Committee Member   

Allan Swift Committee Member   

More details can be found at http://www.dac.org.au and click on “contact us”. 


